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“It is a shame that we should reach the point where we find
that there is only one order of wildlife left on the planet” Richard Mabey Rovering Routes and Seasons with the Javari
Titi (Callicebus cupreonulosus) "With strong aims as learning,
with a delight that is inexhaustible, the Javari Titi is capable of
carrying out intense research and, more importantly, the birth
of small children, they are born healthy and in good condition.
We have observed them carrying rocks at least a quarter of a
kilogram in weight, moving, in true SapajÃ¡n way, with the
precision and speed of well-trained storks. The Javari Titi offers
a landscape and environmental education of priceless value,
particularly for the youngest members of the public, who have
never seen a living animal with such purpose. This
characteristic of the Javari Titi has given rise to a new era of
conservation and has afforded us a rare opportunity to
observe, spend time and create projects based on the
knowledge and affection of the people of Amazonia." 17.
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